


Diablo 2: Resurrected is an Obtuse, Hellish Experience and I Love It

This is Why 21 Years of New PC Games Could Not Kill this Masterpiece

Is Diablo 2: Resurrected too “old” to be good?

Some of us think so. For some, the remake of a 21-year-old game is little more than a nostalgic delve into ancient pc gaming history.

I’m here to play devil’s advocate. Yes, Diablo 2: Resurrected is old and frustratingly obtuse in its design, but that is precisely what makes it one
of the most addicting experiences in all gaming. In addition, a few new conveniences make a world of difference. This might just be the crown
jewel of ARPGs.

To talk about why, we need to talk about why you shouldn’t play Diablo 2: Resurrected.

Why Do People Hate Diablo 2: Resurrected?

Upon creating your first character, you might be too distracted by D2:R’s gorgeous art to notice the flaws that riddle this game. But within the
first few minutes, the ancient game design will grind down your patience. What is the point of stamina? Why do I have to click again after
pressing a skill’s hotkey? Isn’t that the point of a hotkey?

Going deeper only reveals more problems. In a game based on looting, there is no personalized loot. Which means if you’re not paying
attention, someone might steal the latest drop from right under your cursor.

Not to mention that almost no new substantial content has been added to D2:R in 20+ years. After the last major patch in 2003, Diablo 2 was
put on life support. It’s not like the game even has infinite progression - eventually, the game just ends. It’s done. All they do is wipe the servers,
and tell you to start over.

https://www.pcgamer.com/diablo-2-resurrected-just-makes-me-want-to-run-back-to-diablo-3/


But Vicarious Visions, the team that headed up the remake, have added some fantastic new features, and an enormous community (myself
included) is experiencing the absolute peak experience of PC Gaming’s most addicting ARPG. This is one of the first remakes I’ve played that
feels substantially better than the original.

It comes down three things: art, accessibility, and the new age of the hyper-connected internet.

Controller support is a game changer for people who sit at desks all day.

The Ageless Beauty of Diablo 2: Resurrected’s Game Design

The world of Diablo 2: Resurrected is no flawless gem. The game was built directly on top of the code written 21 years ago, which means they
inherited all the original problems. And while Vicarious Visions squashed a few bugs, they didn’t touch the game design. They even refused to
touch a few bugs that players have been using for years to skirt around problems in the game, like the mercenary “invisibility” bug which is a
huge help for anyone’s first time in Hell, the hardest difficulty (and the true beginning of the game).

https://www.pcgamer.com/legacy-code-in-diablo-2-resurrected-is-causing-widespread-connection-headaches/


The truth is, Diablo 2 was solved decades ago. The tier lists were cemented, and haven’t changed. The best builds, the best gear, the best
places to find everything - all of this is spread across dozens of sites, wikis, and videos. And since Diablo 2: Resurrected is NOT an infinite
game, people have already grinded out their near-perfect characters/

People have even completed the hardest difficulty in the game with a naked barbarian, and an ungodly amount of mana potions. There’s
nothing new in Diablo 2, unless you count speed running. So why the hell are there so players and content makers for this 21-year-old game?

Why the Diablo 2 Player Base Refuses to Die



There are too many reasons to count: Aesthetics, unparalleled in any other ARPG. Or the simplicity and variety of gameplay that means you
don’t have to try too hard to have fun.

Except for the troves of useless items that drop like rain, everything has meaning in this game. Everything has a predetermined place, even in
their semi-randomly generated maps. Which means you are rewarded heavily for learning the secrets of this game. These secrets don’t just
save you a little effort, they can make the difference of thousands of hours of effort. D2:R is the kind of game that becomes more enjoyable the
more you discover.

And since you live in the modern day, you can look up anything. Aside from the detailed guides and wikis, there is a horde of fantastic D2:R
content creators who will happily walk you through the game’s many secrets. And there are a lot of them.

https://www.pcgamer.com/diablo-2-build-class-guide/


So many stats (and secrets) on a single item.

Your game knowledge leads to the ability to grind better, to find better loot, and to level up at blistering speeds. When you start digging in, you
realize that you can make those ridiculous and fascinating builds work.

Have you ever seen a barbarian sing the Lord of Destruction to death? Or a druid take down the Chaos Sanctuary with a flock of birds? There
are so many options today that were mystified by obscure stats or hidden in walls of texts of old forums. Even trading is easier now, thanks to
the burgeoning Discord communities.



But that’s not all. Counter to today’s most popular multiplayer games, Diablo 2: Resurrected has another blessing for new and nostalgic players
alike.

The Beauty of Diablo 2: Resurrected’s Endgame is…

...that it ends.

How many endless grinds are there in modern game design? I can’t remember the last multiplayer game that didn’t want you to level ad
infinitum. From MOBAs to BR Shooters to the most popular ARPGs, everything is an infinite grind.

Diablo 2: Resurrected does not, and before I start ranting about “back in my day,” let me tell you why this is better:

First: Resurrected urges you to try out new builds and to experience every power fantasy on every hero. The new shared stash makes it easy
to give unique, powerful items to your brand-new characters, which makes running through the game a second time much smoother than the
first. And the third time? Even better.



When you start a new character in full Sigon’s, you’ll know.

Second, Diablo 2: Resurrected’s endgame is not just hard - it’s unfair. Did you just grind 60 levels on a lightning amazon? Welcome to Hell,
where a third of the monsters are immune to all your damage. Good luck!



Decades ago, this would’ve been a hugely painful experience. But today, with access to huge, rich communities spread across the globe, it is
so easy to play this game with a friend (or seven). And, failing that, join a Discord server and meet someone new. It’s not just about completing
the hardest content together, it’s about sharing your favorite loot with people who play with you. An ultra-rare item might be useless on one
character, and perfect on another. Playing with others and sharing the loot only increases your chance to find items that unlock your true
potential.

Diablo 2: Resurrected is a Co-op Gamer’s Paradise
Hundreds, if not thousands, of hours of exploration make Diablo 2: Resurrected one of the freshest, deepest games today.



Some people say Resurrected is held back by its outdated systems and brutal inconveniences. I say those inconveniences are intentional.
Limitations and unfair difficulty spikes are part of what makes this game so devilishly delightful.

Yes, nostalgia is absolutely wrecking havoc on my impartiality. And I do think there are valid reasons to despise Diablo 2: Resurrected. Some
people hate having to dig through external information. They prefer everything to be readily apparent and obvious upon first glance, inside the
game.

But I love using every resource at my disposal to grind out godlike characters. It’s something you don’t get to see much in modern games.

And if they do add new content, I’ll be eagerly watching.

Playing Diablo 2: Resurrected might be the wrong choice for some, but for me, grinding through the hordes of demons and undead is about as
close to gaming heaven as you can get.

Now, if only they could drag the servers out of hell...


